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A review of se\'eral engineering possibilities of the MOltenSalt ExperimentaL (MOSEL)reactor is
given. Internal versus external cooling is compared. Direct contact and conventional heat exchange are
discussed. Advantages and disadvantages of the various solutions are indicated. Principal unsolved
problems are shO\I11.Some design solutions of the direct contact concept are discussed.
PART

I

1. INTRODUCTION
In two previous articles in this journal [1,2]
some of the problems of a MOlten Salt EpithermaL (MOSEL) reactor were reviewed. These articles conc erned design and thermodynamics
of
the internally cooled type. The present article
surveys other possibilities,
mainly external and
direct contact cooling, both unique to fluid fuel
reactors.
This review enables a comparison of
the different systems
and indicates the main
problems of each. External cooling has been
suggested for several fluid fuel reactors and is
in use in the Molten Salt Reactor Experiment operating in Oak Ridge. Several suggestions for direct contact cooling are known. The furthest developed is probably the work done in connection
with the Liquid Metal Fuel Reactor at Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory [3,4]. For the molten
salt system the work of W. D. Burch et al. [5] and
W. A. Box et al. [6] should be mentioned.
2. WHY COMPACT?
It is generally
very attractive
to have as
compact a core and reactor as possible. Saving
space and volume usually reduces costs considerably. Sometimes it is an economic necessity to
build compact cores to be competitive. This is
the case for the MOSEL reactor [7]. The MOlten
Salt EpithermaL reactor
emphasizes,
from an
engineering point of view, a compact system with
power densities
in the megawatts
per liter
range, requiring relatively small volumes.
To achieve ail economical breeder reactor, it

is necessary
to have in addition to breeding a
high specific power comparable to other reactors. In order to be epithermal or rather fast in
neutron energy, relatively high fissile material
concentration is needed. In the MOSEL reactor
the fissile material concentration is expected to
be at least 250 gil and may reach as high as
600 gil [8-10]. If a specific power of 1-3 MW/kg
is attempted, it requires power densities of at
least 500 kW11; 1800 kW11 or higher would place
the MOSEL reactor
among reactors
with very
high specific power. Of course, the total fuel inventory in the reactor must be considered. Usually there will be some fuel outside of the critical core zone and the power density in the actual
core is thus higher than the mean power density.
This fact is particularly important with external
cooling, as will be shown later.
In the molten salt system there is little external hold-up of fuel. The reactor
has been
adapted to suit an on-site fluoride volatility process [7,11]. The fluid nature of the fuel enables
easy and fast remote handling; external volume
is small due to continuous reprocessing and immediate feed-back. Physical advantages such as
continuous removal of poisonous fission products
will not be discussed here. Even relatively small
power units, e.g., 500 MWe, may economically
utilize on-site fuel reprocessing.
High temperatures provide good thermodynamic
efficiency.

3. INTERNAL OR EXTERNAL COOLING
The fact that MOSEL has a fluid fuel allows a
choice between internal cooling, as in most re-
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actors, and external cooling. External cooling
means transporting the thermal energy with the
fuel stream itself out of the core zone, where it
is generated, to an external heat exchanger.
The main advantage of external cooling is that
little or no structural
material is needed in the
core. Also there is no coolant there to absorb
neutrons, and the core construction can be optimised to suit phYSical demands. On the other
hand, substantial fuel volume is necessary in the
heat exchanger. The problem of achieving high
power densities is shifted from the core to the
heat exchanger. The power density in the heat
exchanger is defined as the total transferred
energy divided by the fuel volume in the heat exchanger and conduit. When calculating the mean
power density one must add the core volume to
the heat exchangeE volume while the total energy
generated remains the same. It can be assumed
that the power density in the core is higher than
in the heat exchanger as there are neither heat
exchange nor structural material to be considered. A loss of delayed neutrons must be taken
into account when considering reactor control
[12,13].
The main advantage of internal cooling is that
the fuel is concentrated where it is generating
energy, namely, in the core. In this case the
core construction and heat transfer relations become most important. Volume fractions of fuel
coolant and structural material cannot be chosen
freely, as they influence the neutron economy of
the core. Engineering and nuclear aspects must
be considered
simultaneously,
which usually
leads to compromises on both sides. For a general comparison of internal and external cooling
the reader is referred elsewhere [14, 15].
4. "NORMAL" AND DIRECT CONTACT
COOLING
It is possible to cool the molten salt fuel in a
"normal" way, with a separating wall between
fuel and coolant. Thus, the fuel can be contained
in tubes or between plates, forming "fuel elements", while the coolant flows on the other side
of the wall. However, fluid fuel can also be
cooled by direct contact with the coolant, which
flows directly through the fuel without any structural material in between. Heat transfer can be
very efficient and structural
material problems
are simplified. But there are difficulties at the
separation
of the two phases. The two fluids
must be immiscible and a clean separation in a
small \'olume is needed to avoid too high fuel inventory.

Lead was chosen as coolant for direct contact
cooling of the molten salt, as it does not give a
stable mixture with the fuel and has the large
density difference necessary for fast separation.
A preliminary experiment by Blankenship et al.
[16] at Oak Ridge showed that pure, clean salt
and lead gave good phase separation after mixing.
In general there is no power density limitation due directly to the salt. The salts are radiation stable and are not affected by heat and irradiation exposure, as is common in solid fuels.
Indirectly, of course, the power density is limited by heat transport and transfer and by melting and boiling temperatures.
When structural
material is used, induced thermal stress and high
temperature strength limit the power density.
5. INTERNAL COOLING

5.1. Sepa1'atefuel and coolant
The detailed considerations
are discussed in
refs. [1,2]; here only some of the results are
used.
When the fuel and coolant are separated by a
solid wall the problems
and limitations
are
mainly due to temperatures
and heat fluxes, but
with some construction difficulties. Tube diameters are limited by commercial practice, and by
the ratio of structure
material
to core volume
selected
from
nuclear
considerations.
The
smaller the tube size the greater the amount of
structural
material in the reactor;
wall thickness is chosen as thin as possible and is independent of diameter in the practical range. The
selection of channel shape will not be reviewed
here. Power density is limited by the boiling
point at the fuel centre and by freezing point at
the wall. High power densities require small radii. High heat flux, which yields small structural
material volume fraction, calls for large radii.
It was shown that for laminarly flowing fuel very
small radii, in the range of 1 mm, are necessary
to achieve reasonable power densities. For rapidly circulating fuel, a heat flux limitation, due
to material properties,
determines
the design.
If a material
suitable for molten salt reactors
that allows heat fluxes in the range of 4 x 106
kcal/m2-h could be found then the main problem
would be how to circulate the fuel in an efficient
and economical manner. Still the problem of a
practical structural design remains to be solved.

5.2. Direct contact cooling
The internal
MOSEL reactor

direct contact cooling of the
is mainly the problem of two-
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phase flow and separation. Lead has quite a low
specific heat and therefore
relatively
large
throughputs of lead are needed. Preliminary calculations [22] show that a molten' salt core with
50% lead by total volume and a surrounding
breeding blanket reaches breeding ratios well
above one. Moreover, lead layers between the
core and blanket, necessary to bring the lead in
and out, have only l~ttle influence on the breeding
ratio. Besides, one might suggest using separated 208pb isotope. It is necessary to have a
core with a large cross section to enable low
lead velocities for efficient separation. As heat
exchange occurs almost immediately the core
height oug-ht to be as small as possible - probably 20 cm is enough. The necessary throughput
is determined by the total power and allowable
temperature rise. Lead melts at 3270C. It might
be possible to fix the lowest lead temperature at
3500C. If it is necessary to avoid the freezing of
even the smallest amounts of salt that might be
carried along with the lead, then the lowest allowable temperature
is the freezing point of the
salt, which is expected to be around 5000C for
MOSEL. The highest temperature is again set by
the allowable wall temperatures,
except now the
structure material is being used only as a container. In a more advanced concept, cooling of
the container wall could be considered, thus enabling even higher core temperatures.
With refractory metal alloys it should be possible to
allow temperat":lres as high as 850oC. The heating temperature span for the lead, t.9pb, is then
350-5000C.
The lead throughput is

where q is the thermal energy per MW-sec and
are the density and specific heat of the
lead. T~e necessary lead recirculation
ratio is
1.3 -1.9 1/sec per MWt. The flow cross section
is, for a lead flow velocity v,

p and C

The specific fuel volume is

h being the core height and Af the suitable hypothetical fuel cross section. If the ratio of fuel to
lead volume in the core is, for example, chosen
to be 1, then Apb = Af and
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When lead velocity is restricted
to below
1 mlsec and power density is kept in the range of
about 1 Mw/I the core height is below 1 m, while
the diameter is in the range of several m for
reasonable future power units. Several smaller
diameter units could be connected to feed one
power unit. The main unsolved question is the
feasibility of a cor e with 50% of lead by volume
from the viewpoint of criticality
and neutron
economy and the necessary uranium concentrations. Preliminary
calculations [22] show that
even higher lead concentration than 50% might be
acceptable. The advantages of a low amount of
structure
material
and nearly free choice of
temperatures
were already mentioned. There is
not enough information about1he behavior of the
two phases in direct contact to ;allow more exact
calculations at present.

5.3. Combined cooling
An interesting advanced suggestion of combined direct contact and normal cooling is offered by Schilling [21]. The greatest difficulty of
the normal heat exchange is heat transfer on the
idle fuel side. The disadvantage of the internal
direct contact is that the core must be very low
because lead velocities through the fuel are limited. The proposed solution suggests that the fuel
will be confined to guiding conduits. The lead
stream is to be divided into two parts. The
smaller part flows through the fuel salt, removing some of the generated energy, but also circulating the salt turbulently thus lowering th~
temperature rise within the fuel and improving
heat transfer to the wall. The larger lead stream
flows on the outer side of the conduits. The lead
velocity out of the conduit can be chosen relatively high, as necessary to lower the lead volume fraction in the core. The separation problem of salt and lead is easier by a considerable
factor.
Of course the enormous technological difficulties must not be underestimated
and the concept should be regarded as a very advanced future concept. The concept might be feasible after
the pertinent two-phase flow relations
are understood and well established.
6. EXTERNAL COOLING
The greatest advantage of external cooling is
that it leaves the core free of any unnecessary
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parasitic
neutron
absorbers,
as very little
structural
material is needed. The core can be
built to suit physical demands and only few engineering restrictions
exist, mainly those regarding velocities and temperatures in the core.
External cooling cannot be exploited in a conventional heat exchanger, as power densities are
too low. The possible temperature gradient within the fuel is very small, as fuel temperatures
are restricted
between the melting point and the
allowable wall temperature.
During fuel transport from the core to the heat exchanger the fuel
is mixed to give a mean temperature which must
be kept below the allowable wall temperature.
The small temperature gradient available in the
heat exchanger means a low heat flux, and a low
power density in the order of magnitude of
100 kWII [17], which is too low for an economical MOSEL reactor.
An efficient external heat exchanger with high
power densities could be achieved if direct contact heat exchange is realised.
From previous
work it is clear that heat exchange in such a
system is almost perfect [3,18,19]. It is possible to use the coolant, lead in our case, to circulate the fuel [19, 20] thus eliminating a pump,
which is a great advantage. It saves remote control handling and all other difficulties involved
with inserting a rotating pump in a high temperature radioactive
zone. Fuel hold-up in pump
and lines is minimized.
The yet unsolved problem is the question of
separation. It is not clear how this process functions and what volumes and cross sections are
necessary for a good separation. The last problem is one of the main points to be investigated
if a MOSEL reactor is to be realised.
7. CONCLUSION
The main engineering problem of MOSEL is
to achieve reasonably high power densities to
compensate for the high fuel concentrations
this means a compact system. The internally
cooled system avoids out-of-core fuel hold-up
and can tolerate somewhat lower power densities
than the externally cooled system. Internal cooling concentrates
all engineering problems into
the core zone. Engineering is complicated by
physical restriction
of structure
and coolant
fractions in the core. Constructing a reasonable
core is difficult. The externally cooled system
leaves the core clear of structural material but
needs an unusually efficient heat exchanger. The
usual heat exchanger does not allow high enough
power densities for external cooling. Direct con-

tact heat exchange may realize sufficient power
densities. The task of circulating fuel may be
accomplished by the coolant. thus eliminating
pumps.
Fig. 1 summarizes the features of the various
concepts.
PART

II

8. DESIGN ASSUMPTIONS
As there is very little experimental knowledge of two -phase direct contact behavior, the
design suggestions had to be based on assumptions. It is the task of an experimental program
to check the assumptions and make appropriate
corrections. Some of the suggested designs seem
to be impractical because of unusually high velocities or for nuclear or other reasons.
The most important assumptions are: a) Lead
velocity relative to that of the salt is restricted
to below 1 mlsec and in some cases even to the
range of 0.1 m/sec; b) construction materials
which are stable and can tolerate molten salts
and lead up to a temperature
of around 8500C
are available; c) there are no nuclear restrictions on the reactor size.
Although the relative velocity of lead toward
salt was restricted,
no restriction was made regarding absolute velocities
of either of the
phases nor of the combined mixture of salt and
lead, For construction materials the refractory
metals are considered,
specially niobium and
vanadium, and there are some indications that
even temperatures
as high as 10000C might be
possible. As the fuel concentration is a function
of core dimensions, in some cases some attempt
was made toward what seemed to be more reasonable dimensions than purely technical considerations might demand.
An important feature of immiscible two-phase
flow is that if left alone the flowing liquid breaks
up into droplets and reaches a final stable velocity [23]. The final velocity is given by the physical properties of the fluids.
9. EXTERNAL DIRECT CONTACT DESIGN
In order to minimize external fuel volume,
the heat exchanger must be connected as near as
possible to the core. To further decrease external hold-up in pipes and pump, the fuel is to be
Circulated by the pumping effect of the lead. To
maximize external breeding the heat exchanger
is included within the blanket.
Fig. 2 shows a schematic drawing of a verti-
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Fig. 2. External direct contact cooled MOSEL - vertical core. The fuel is circulated

----=

by the lead

fig. 3. External direct contact cooled MOSEL - horizontal core.
About half the core area is in contact with the blanket.

Fig. 4. MOSEL - external direct contact version with turning vanes to assist separation.
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cal cylindrical core. The horizontally entering
lead is directed downwards through slots, where
it entrains the molten salt. The large sump permits the small velocities necessary to separate
fuel and coolant. Unfortunately the salt velocities
in the cylinder are jI'ather high and reach values
well above 10 m/sec.
In order to obtain lower
velocities the cylinder can be laid down horizontally, as shown in fig. 3. Salt velocities are considerably lower here than in the previous example. The disadvantage is that a lower portion of
the area is now surrounded by breeding blanket.
A more complicated version of the above is
shown in fig. 4, where many turning vanes are
built into the combined flow section to help with
separation by the "hydroclone" effect. Emerging
from the hydroclone the salt kernel is "cut" out
of the stream by means of a small diameter tube
and collected in channels to be returned to the
core. This advanced design makes separation
more efficient but the embodiment of the concept
should be postponed for later studies.
A daring concept is shown in fig. 5 based on
the assumption that only little mixing of phases
will occur, and that the resulting slug flow is
easy to separate by means of centrifugal power

Pb

Fig. 5. External direct contact cooling. The design assumes that only very little mixing ~'ill occur.
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at the bend. A very similar design is the original
suggestion of the molten salt direct contact concept offered by E. S. Bettis from Oak Ridge.
Leaving out the wall and blanket between core
and heat exchanger one gets a halfway internal
cooling system. The lead is now flowing at the
periphery of the cylinder. Because of limited velocities power density is quite limited.

10. INTERNAL DIRECT CONTACT DESIGN
It was already shown that for internal direct
contact cooling the core should be as low as possible. A thermodynamically
ideal core would
have just the height that is necessary to accomplish heat transfer and might look like the one in
fig. 6. There is some evidence that nuclear data
for such a core might be satisfactory
although
further calculations are needed to allow 3. better
verdict [22].
In other designs the main problem is to build
the core so that a high lead velocity might be
possible, to allow for high power densities. As
it is assumed that the lead reaches a final velocity that is quite low, some guiding construction
is necessary to avoid the breaking-up of the lead
into single and small droplets. One solution is to
let the flow in inclined open channels. This is
only partly direct contact. A longer path will
compensate for the less effective heat transfer.
Another advantage of this system is that only
partial to no real mixing might occur and therefore separation is easy. A suggestion for such a
core is shown in fig. 7.
Another suggestion is based on the fact that it
takes some time for the lead to break up into
drops. When a liquid flows rapidly into another
liquid which is not miscible, it starts to oscillate
until finally it breaks up into single droplets. If
the stream is allowed to flow only a relatively
short distance and is then collected, it may retain its velocity and be separated from the other
liquid with no real mixing. Fig. 8 shows a core
in which the lead is kept in pipes most of the way
from the top to the bottom. At the bottom it is
allowed to flow directly through the salt. At the
upper part the lead has its low entering temperature and therefore heat transfer is good. At the
lower part the lead temperature approaches the
salt temperature
but direct contact with the salt
will still yield good heat transfer.
The short
travel of the lead keeps the lead in a stream.
The large base allows any entrained salt to get
back to the core. The direct contact zone helps
in rotating the salt throughout the core, thus im-
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Fig. 6. Internal direct contact cooled MOSEL core. Thermodynamically

ideal concept.

Fig. 7. Partial direct contact - coolant flows in open channels.

Fig. 8. Internal direct contact. Coolant is guided in pipes and flows only for the last part in direct contact.
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Fig. 9. Coolant flows only for small parts of its internal

MOSEL REACTOR
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way in direct contact at different heights.

Fig. 10. Coolant is channeled through the core by means of frequent funnels.

No severe separation

problems.
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proving heat transfer properties on the salt side.
A similar idea is shown in fig. 9, only now the
direct contact ,zones are distributed all over the
core. The lead stream is caught up again in a
funnel-like tube.
The disadvantage of the last two suggestions
is that the contstruction is very complicated and
a significant part of the core might be occupied
by structural material. To avoid this a series of
funnels, one below the other, at suitable distances might be arranged. The distance between
the funnels must be such that the stream is just
caught before breaking up and readjusted for a
new flow interval. The funn-:ls could be built by
punching a plate bearing the edges as guiding
funnels. An arrangement is shown in fig. 10.
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